B. Plan Design
1. Describe your organization’s benefit plan offerings and include covered services descriptions. Please provide your range of plans and rates.

VSP Network
Your employees will receive industry-leading coverage under the proposed plan. The following outlines the value VSP
delivers through their negotiated benefits and coverage for enhancements [1]:
VSP Doctor Reimbursement
VSP pays their doctors using a variable fee-for-service method, which on average achieves savings of approximately
56% below usual and customary fees.
Lens Enhancements
Your employees and their families will receive full coverage with the most popular lens enhancements covered after
copay, saving members an average of 20-25%; members should see their doctor for special pricing on additional lens
enhancements. Under the program, your employees and their families also have the greatest choice in brands and type
of lenses. For example, some other vision plans include as few as 9 standard progressive lenses under their program,
while the proposed plan includes more than 50.
Frames
Smarter Vision Care™ from VSP gives your employees the widest selection of
eyewear at the lowest out-of- pocket costs. Maximizing their VSP benefit will be even
easier with an extra $20 to spend on featured frame brands like bebe ®, Calvin Klein,
Cole Haan, Flexon®, Lacoste, Nike, Nine West, and more, which provided $18 million in
extra value to members in 2016[2]. Visit vsp.com to find the Premier program doctor
locations that offer wide selections of featured frames to maximize value!
While thousands of frames are covered in full, your employees will receive 20% off the
overage from the VSP doctor if they choose a frame that exceeds the plan allowance.
Additionally, VSP protects your employees from fluctuations in retail mark-ups by
including a guaranteed wholesale value as part of the standard frame coverage for
nearly every frame available on the market. For example, a frame with a wholesale
price of $57 may retail for $150 at one location and $170 at another. Under VSP’s
proposed plan, this frame would be covered in full at all VSP doctor locations because
is within the plan’s $57 wholesale allowance, even though the patient’s retail frame

it

allowance is $150. See example to the right. Under other vision plans that only offer a retail-based allowance, the patient
would pay extra for this frame at some locations.
Contact Lenses
Contact lens patients receive a covered in full fitting and evaluation with a copay not to exceed $60, which applies to
standard and premium fit – including toric and multifocal lenses. VSP is the only vision plan providing this level of
coverage for premium fit lenses. The patient can then use their full contact lens allowance toward contact lenses.
Additional Glasses
VSP doctors offer 20% off their usual and customary fees for unlimited additional complete pairs of prescription and nonprescription glasses, including sunglasses. This savings is available from any VSP doctor within 12 months of the last
covered eye exam. According to Jobson Research’s 2014 Eyewear & Eye Care Consumer Patterns Insight Survey, only
20% of consumers bought two or more pairs of glasses during their last purchase.
Laser VisionCareSM
The complimentary VSP Laser VisionCare Program provides members a safe and successful path to improved vision
through laser vision correction. The program includes:



Covered visits to a VSP laser vision doctor both before and after the procedure
Savings averaging 15% off or 5% off a promotional offer through VSP-contracted laser centers on the following
procedures: Custom LASIK, Custom PRK, Bladeless LASIK, LASIK or PRK.

Contract Laboratories
VSP’s contract lab bid prices represent a significant savings compared to what these labs charge their other customers in
the private wholesale optical industry. Given the volume and value of the business they provide, VSP pays the lowest
prices in the industry – an estimated 15% less than the labs’ other very best volume customers.
Exclusive Member Extras
With Exclusive Member Extras, savings never looked so good. VSP puts their members first by providing exclusive
special offers from VSP and leading industry brands, totaling more than $2,500 in savings on vision, hearing, medical,
and lifestyle services.
Vision
 Glasses, sunglasses, and contact lenses
 Laser vision surgery
 Nike-authorized prescription sunglasses[3]

Health and Lifestyle
 VSP Simple Values provides access to savings on health, wellness, and entertainment expenses including:
o Telehealth, prescription drugs, and diabetic care services
o Doctor office visits and medical bill negotiation
o Movie tickets, theme parks, travel, and lodging
o Retail shopping rewards
 Digital hearing aids and batteries for you and your extended family members®
 Eye health vitamins
 Financing for vision and health care expenses

EyeMed Network
At EyeMed, we are dedicated to ensuring that our members experience low out-of-pocket spending while receiving a
complete contact lens benefit. The proposed plan consists of a comprehensive contact lens benefit that includes a
materials allowance and discounted prices to control member out-of-pocket costs for contact lens fit and follow-up exams.
This differentiating feature means a richer fit and follow-up benefit for the member and preserves the contact lens
allowance for the purchase of the lens supply. Providers are free to prescribe the brand of contact lenses that best meets
the visual needs of our members; there are no formulary benefits and no manufacturer lists to choose from.
To ensure our members receive proper eye care, providers perform contact lens compatibility tests, diagnostic
evaluations, and diagnostic lens analysis to determine a patient’s suitability for contact lenses or a contact lens
prescription change. During the contact lens fitting, the provider will give instructions regarding adequate care, handling,
insertion, and wearing time.
Additionally, first-time contact lens wearers, or those who have changed contact lens brands, should schedule a follow-up
appointment after the initial contact lens exam and fitting. EyeMed recommends the following components to the followup exam:








Contact lens history including a review of care and hygiene regimen
Visual acuities
Over-refraction as indicated
Keratometry and/or corneal topography as indicated
Evaluation of prescription contact lenses with appropriate instruments
Biomicroscopy of eyes and adnexia (with fluorescein or other dyes as indicated)
Consultation and proper documentation with assessment and plan

We do not institute a restriction on the timing for a contact lens follow-up exam. Most disposable contact lens wearers
return for their second visit within four weeks of the original fitting and follow-up. Overall, our contact lens benefit provides
members with great eye care and materials while keeping out-of-pocket spending at a minimum.
EyeMed does not restrict members' choices to a limiting frame tower or frame selection. In order to ensure high member
and provider satisfaction, all frames at all provider locations are available to members through their frame allowance.
All EyeMed providers guarantee a frame assortment that meets the lifestyle and budgetary needs of their local consumer
base. EyeMed requires that all providers maintain a proper frame stock for the markets they serve.
If a member chooses a frame that exceeds their frame allowance, he or she will receive 20% off the remaining frame
balance for an even greater savings. Members can also apply their frame allowance toward the purchase of prescription
sunglasses. Lastly, once the funded frame benefit has been exhausted, members will receive 40% off unlimited additional
complete pairs of prescription eye wear – the largest and most flexible additional pair discount in the industry.
Our frame model is built around the freedom of choice for all types of members. EyeMed believes in making benefits easy
to understand and empower members to make fashionable or economical based decisions in choosing the eyewear that
best fits their needs and lifestyles.
EyeMed believes in choice - the kind of choice where members can select from a wide variety of in-network independent
or retail providers that fit into their busy lifestyles. And though we don’t restrict or encourage members to visit retailers,
they are, in increasing numbers, visiting these locations. Why? Because retail makes vision care convenient.
True in-network is the real solution:







Extended evening AND weekend hours
Convenient locations with walk-in availability
Benefits applied consistently at all locations
On-site labs offer one-hour or same-day service
Product guarantees and extended warranty options
State-of-the-art technology and innovation

EyeMed provides members with access to thousands of independent and retail providers, including five of the top 10
most preferred optical retailers: LensCrafters, Pearle Vision, Sears Optical, Target Optical and JCPenney Optical.

EyeMed’s network hits all buying preferences so members can make their selection based not only on their schedule, but
also cost and fashion. In fact, 97.6% of members are so satisfied with the EyeMed network that they choose to receive
services from a network location.
EyeMed is committed to keeping money in members' pockets. That’s why EyeMed offers their members additional
discounts above the proposed benefits, such as:








40% off additional pairs of glasses at any location, any time throughout the benefit year - largest and most flexible in
the industry!
Up to 34% off popular lens options not covered by the benefit
Up to 30% savings on a standard fit and follow-up on qualifying networks
15% off retail or 5% off the promotional price of LASIK
20% off any remaining balance over the frame allowance
15% off any balance over the conventional contact lens allowance
20% off any item not covered by the benefit, including non-prescription sunglasses

Vision Perfect Network
With Vision Perfect plans, members select the eye doctor of their choice, pay the doctor for the services provided, and
submit their claims to Ameritas for reimbursement. There are two plan options: a schedule plan that has set allowances
for eye exams and/or materials and a flat maximum plan that is a fixed dollar amount that can be applied to a list of
covered services and materials with no other limitations.
Vision Perfect plan members receive an additional value, called the EyeMed Discounts, which results from a partnership
between Ameritas Group and EyeMed Vision Care. These stand-alone discounts are not insurance. These discounts
are provided at no extra cost to plan members who use an EyeMed Access network provider.
Exam with dilation as necessary
$5 off routine exam
$10 off contact lens exam
Standard Plastic Lenses
Single Vision
Bifocal
Trifocal

Member Cost
$50
$70
$105

Lens Options
UV Coating
Tint (Solid & Gradient)
Standard Scratch-Resistant
Standard Polycarbonate
Standard Progressive (add-on to bifocal)
Standard Anti-Reflective Coating

Member Cost
$15
$15
$15
$40
$65
$45

Premium Progressive Lenses
20% discount
Other Add-Ons
20% discount
Frame
35% off retail price with a complete pair of glasses
(Items purchased separately - 20% off retail price)
Contact Lenses – Conventional
15% off retail price (does not apply to fitting). After initial purchase, replacements by mail are offered at substantial
savings via eyemedvisioncare.com.
LASIK or PRK
Average discount of 15% off retail price, or 5% off promotional price through U.S. Laser Network.
LIMITATIONS AND EXCLUSIONS
These discounts from providers on the EyeMed Access Network are only available to groups who have a specific
schedule/defined benefit eye care plan in place. The discounts may not be combined with any other discounts or
promotional offers. Retail prices may vary by location.
Discounts are not available for the following procedures, material or services:




Orthoptic or vision training, subnormal vision aids, and any associated supplement testing.
Medical and/or surgical treatment of the eye, eyes, or supporting structures.
Corrective eye wear required by an employer as a condition of employment, and safety eye wear unless specifically
covered under the plan.

6. Please describe how pediatric eye exams and hardware benefits are designed and factored in the overall plan designs, keeping in mind the
Affordable Care Act (ACA) pediatric vision requirements.

Vision Perfect Network
Pediatric patients receive polycarbonate lenses at no extra charge in addition to regular services.
EyeMed Network
The current plans do not contain benefits set up to specifically support pediatrics.
Vision Perfect Network
The current plans do not contain benefits set up to specifically support pediatrics.
7. Describe your organization’s range of deductibles.

Vision Perfect Network
Deductibles range between $0 and $25.
EyeMed Network
Deductibles range between $0 and $25.
Vision Perfect Network
Deductibles range between $5 and $100 Lifetime and $0 and $50 calendar year.
8. Does your organization pay claims based on a capped amount per member, or are
your costs based on a per service fee schedule? Is this dependent on whether the plan is fully-insured or self-insured?

VSP Network
We compensate VSP doctors for their professional services and materials on a negotiated fee-for service basis separated
by:




Diagnostic fee (eye exams)
Dispensing fee (fitting)
Material fees (lenses, frames, contact lenses)

EyeMed Network
This variable fee system pays a percentage of the doctor’s filed usual and customary fees for diagnostic services and
dispensing services, not to exceed regional maximums set by VSP. Because our fees can vary by geographic region

and/or doctor, there is no single fee schedule. As a condition of membership, our doctors must accept our negotiated fees
as payment in full for covered services.
We reimburse network providers on a uniform schedule of reimbursements throughout the country. All providers,
regardless of market, are reimbursed the same amount for the delivery of a comprehensive eye exam and materials.
Reimbursing our providers fixed amounts for these services allows us to keep our clients' rates stable over the contract
term and enables us to provide a consistent member experience with plan participants.
Vision Perfect Plan
Ameritas does not contract with any eye care providers; rather, our members have the freedom to choose any eye care
provider for services.
9. If payment is based on a capped amount per member, does the capped amount renew annually or biennially?

Not Applicable

C. Provider Network
1. Describe how your organization determines who is in-network.

VSP Network
Credentialing
Doctor credentialing is one of the core responsibilities a vision company has in ensuring the
quality of its doctors. We take this responsibility seriously and are one of the few
companies in the vision benefits industry to have received the National Committee for
Quality Assurance (NCQA) credentialing certification. Our credentialing process includes
primary source verification through:





National Practitioner Data Bank
State Board of Medical Examiners (ophthalmologists)
State Board of Optometry (optometrists)
Medicare/Medicaid (sanctions)

During credentialing, the following information is verified:


Licensure






Malpractice coverage of $1 million per occurrence and $3 million aggregate, unless they participate in the State’s
Patient Compensation Fund
TPA or DPA license, as applicable to state laws
Clinical privileges in good standing
Malpractice claim history

EyeMed Network
To participate on our network, all doctors must meet the credentialing and quality standards set forth in our Professional
Provider Manual - all of which align with the industry standards set forth by the National Committee for Quality Assurance
(NCQA).
Providers submit relevant demographic, educational and professional data, upon which, that data is verified for approval
on our network. All providers are required to be re-credentialed at a minimum of every 24 to 36 months, in accordance
with state law.
We verify the following information for all doctors:









Work history
Licensure and certification
Minimum professional liability insurance
Criminal history
Member complaints
Liability and malpractice claims
Quality assurance site evaluation
Operating hours and locations

Vision Perfect Plan
Not Applicable. Ameritas does not contract with any eye care providers; rather, our members have the freedom to
choose any eye care provider for services.
2. What vision provider types does your organization contract with?

VSP Network
VSP offers your employees 81,000 provider access points, including 15,000 participating retail chain access points and
the largest national network of independent doctors. 30 of the 2015 Vision Monday Top 50 U.S. Optical Retailers are VSP
network providers.

3. Does your organization use a tiered provider network? If yes, describe the different coverage levels.

No
4. Is the network the same for both fully insured and self-insured plans?

Yes
5. How do your organization’s covered providers work with medical plans when services provided are covered under a medical plan and not a
separate vision plan?

VSP Network
Coordination of Care with overlapping medical plan
Due to the nature of VSP’s proposed routine vision care benefit, such overlap would not occur in most cases. However, in
the few instances when this might apply, our preferred providers would typically communicate with the patient’s Primary
Care Physician (PCP) or specialist to determine the appropriate course of action and to coordinate benefits available
under both the vision and medical plans. VSP’s Provider Reference Manual outlines specific referral guidelines to which
our preferred providers must adhere.
VSP encourages their preferred providers to establish strong partnerships with their patients’ PCPs. Maintaining these
relationships facilitate a cooperative approach to the management of each patient’s eyecare needs. VSP’s Provider
Reference Manual outlines specific referral guidelines for cases when a vision examination reveals the likelihood of any
medical conditions indicating referral to another practitioner.
EyeMed Network
All claims will be processed as primary. At this time, EyeMed does not Coordinate Benefits.
Vision Perfect Plan
There is no coordination of benefits provision in our contract.
6. Describe all the ways your organization allows members to submit claims for reimbursement.

VSP Network
We don’t require our members to submit claim forms. VSP network providers submit claims on behalf of their
patients.

EyeMed Network
In-Network Providers verify eligibility and submit claims on behalf of plan members.
Vision Perfect Plan
Ameritas does not contract with any eye care providers; the majority of our Vision Perfect claims are submitted by the
members themselves. There are no “in network” or “out-of-network” providers, per se.
7. Can a member purchase glasses or contact lenses from an out-of-network provider and submit a claim for reimbursement?

VSP Network
For VSP patients who choose to obtain services from other doctors, we keep it simple by allowing other doctors to contact us
directly to check eligibility as well as submit claims directly to us under an assignment of benefits.

Or, if the patient prefers, they can pay the bill and easily submit for direct reimbursement by completing an online claim
form and uploading pictures of their receipts on vsp.com.
EyeMed Network
For out-of-network services, members pay for all services at the point-of-care and submit an out-of-network claim form
with receipts for reimbursement.
Vision Perfect Plan
Ameritas does not contract with any eye care providers; the majority of our Vision Perfect claims are submitted by the
members themselves. There are no “in network” or “out-of-network” providers, per se.
8. Describe how your organization pays out-of-network providers when:
a. The provider submits the claim
b. The member submits the claim

VSP Network
For VSP patients who choose to obtain services from other doctors, we keep it simple by allowing other doctors to contact
us directly to check eligibility as well as submit claims directly to us under an assignment of benefits. That way, your
employees don’t need to pay the entire bill up front; they simply pay any overage above the schedule of allowances, and
we’ll reimburse the scheduled amounts to the doctor directly. Or, if the patient prefers, they can pay the bill and easily
submit for direct reimbursement by completing an online claim form and uploading pictures of their receipts on vsp.com.
For out-of-network reimbursements, VSP checks are mailed daily.

EyeMed Network
For out-of-network services, members pay for all services at the point-of-care and submit an out-of-network claim form
with receipts for reimbursement.
Members can call our Customer Care Center or go to EyeMed's website to request/print an out-of-network claim form
before receiving services. An out-of-network claim forms can be mailed, faxed or emailed to the member.
Next, the member will receive services, request an itemized paid receipt and submit claim form.
Once complete, a reimbursement check will be mailed directly to the subscriber.
Vision Perfect Plan
With Vision Perfect plans, members select the eye doctor of their choice, pay the doctor for the services provided, and
submit their claims to Ameritas for reimbursement. Ameritas then issues reimbursement according to the maximum
covered expense outlined in the plan. To determine covered service materials and materials guarantees, the member
should consult with the service provider
9. If prior authorization is required to schedule an examination with a network provider, what is the average wait time for an appointment with your
organization’s Washington network providers?

VSP Network
VSP doesn’t require members to follow a pre-authorization process. To ensure convenient access to the VSP plan, members can
simply contact a VSP network provider to schedule an appointment. VSP and the doctor handle the rest. The group’s employees can
use their out-of-network reimbursement schedule at any doctor location without having to get pre-authorization.

EyeMed Network
EyeMed members do not need to obtain authorization. EyeMed provides a simple process for members to obtain services – for both
independent providers and their extensive network of retail providers.

Vision Perfect Plan
No pre-authorization process is required for Vision Perfect members. The Vision Perfect Plan is an easy-to-administer
plan based on maximum covered expense.

10. Complete Exhibit 1, County Coverage: Number of Contracted Providers by Provider
Type, with the following information:
•

Column “c”: the number of in-network ophthalmologists.

•

Column “d”: the number of in-network optometrists.

•

Column “e”: the number of in-network ophthalmologist and optometrist (those accounted for in columns c and d) offices that sell
vision hardware (prescription lenses, frames, contact lenses) on site.

•

Column “f”: the number of retail stores that sell vision hardware.

VSP Network
We have included VSP Exhibit 1 - County Coverage for your review.
EyeMed Network
We have included EyeMed Exhibit 1 - County Coverage for your review.
Vision Perfect Plan
Ameritas does not contract with any eye care providers, therefore there is no network, per se.
11. Provide a list of the States where your organization has contracted providers.

VSP Network
We have providers in all states.
EyeMed Network
See chart on next page.

OKLAHOMA
OREGON
PENNSYLVANIA
PUERTO RICO
RHODE ISLAND
SOUTH CAROLINA
SOUTH DAKOTA
TENNESSEE
TEXAS
UTAH
VERMONT
VIRGINIA
WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON D.C.
WEST VIRGINIA
WISCONSIN
WYOMING

531
1338
4504
252
431
1192
207
1742
5880
929
67
2682
946
174
179
2042
80

285
360
1463
156
96
393
94
548
2096
268
31
749
332
44
108
491
31

Vision Perfect Plan
Because Ameritas does not contract with any eye care providers there is no network, per se.
12. Does your organization provide international coverage? If yes, please describe.

VSP Network
For more than 60 years, VSP has earned the reputation of providing quality administration and exceptional client service.
To further support our clients, we have expanded globally. Our advanced administrative platform, VSP connextm, provides
the technological advantage, flexibility and infrastructure to manage international efforts easily and efficiently.
Currently, we support vision care outside of the U.S. in the following countries:
• Australia – VSP established the only independent doctor network in Australia in 2013. We partner with several health
funds to promote the quality and value of our network to their members.
• UK – VSP sells and supports group vision care in the UK. Through our provider network, we offer savings and preferred
pricing to VSP members.
• Ireland – VSP sells and supports group vision care in Ireland. Additionally, we maintain a doctor network that offers value
to VSP members through savings and preferred pricing.
• France – VSP has established a partnership offering direct to consumer optical plans through Krys Group.

• Hong Kong – VSP has established a U.S. style vision plan including fully covered eye exams, prescription lenses, and
frames or contact lenses.
• Singapore – VSP is establishing a U.S. style vision plan including fully covered eye exams, prescription lenses, and
frames or contact lenses.
We can make taking care of your international employees easier and get them the quality eye care you’re used to through
VSP.
We also have VSP doctors in Puerto Rico. Your employees have the freedom to use their VSP out-of-network benefit at
any location, in any country, including our VSP locations or any national or local chain store.
While our doctors offer the best coverage and value, we offer a generous out-of-network reimbursement schedule at ANY
location – so your employees and their families can use their VSP benefit across the U.S. and around the world. Members
incurring claims outside of the United States simply submit a reimbursement claim form online at vsp.com and upload
pictures of their receipts. We will reimburse the member in accordance with the contracted out-of-network schedule of
allowances.
EyeMed Network
We can receive and process international out-of-network claims, including acceptance of receipts in foreign languages
and foreign currency. The claims reporting and adjudication process for the international claims is the same as the
process for out-of-network claims. Members can receive services and then send an itemized receipt along with an out-ofnetwork claim form to EyeMed. Once received, we will process the claim and reimburse the member. Member
reimbursement checks are paid on a daily basis to ensure our members are paid promptly.
Processors convert the foreign currency into U.S. dollars in order to process the claim. All claim settlements are issued in
U.S. currency and can be mailed to U.S. addresses, as well as Canada, Puerto Rico, or the U.S. Virgin Islands.
As a note, we employ translation services to assist members with questions about their claim.
Vision Perfect Plan
Because Ameritas does not contract with any eye care providers there is no network, per se. Members incurring claims
costs outside the US may submit a claim form and they will be reimbursed according to the plan design. We convert the
currency to U.S. dollars, based on the currency exchange rate on the date of service.

D. Customer Service
1. Does your organization have customer service centers dedicated to specific contracted clients? If not, would this be a possibility? If the answer to
either question is yes, what are the minimum requirements that would make a contracted client eligible for a dedicated customer service center?

No, none of our vision service providers have dedicated customer service centers. The service model philosophy of each
provider, for making this determination, is stated below.
VSP Network
We recommend our current service delivery model, which is having 500 US-based customer service employees dedicated
to all of our customers. Every VSP customer service representative is empowered to address all inquiries and resolve
them in a timely and effective fashion. We typically resolve 98% of all inquiries during the first contact, and guarantee an
average speed of answer of 25 seconds or less.
Advanced technology is also a key component of our customer service. Our two award-winning call centers located in
California and Ohio have 744 combined incoming lines to ensure that callers can get the assistance they need. We
consistently achieve a call abandonment rate of 3% or less and a blockage rate of 2% or less. Furthermore, every
customer service representative has immediate, online access to real-time, member-specific information and can respond
quickly and efficiently to every inquiry with personalized service.
The efficacy of our model is confirmed by the Service Quality Measurement (SQM) Group Inc. Every year since 2002 to
present, VSP Customer Service has consistently received a wide range of customer service awards from SQM. These
include:










Call Center of the Year
Call Center World Class Call Certification
Highest Customer Satisfaction by Industry: Insurance
Highest Customer Satisfaction by Industry: Business to Business
Highest Employee Satisfaction for the Call Center Industry
Highest Employee Satisfaction for the Insurance Industry
Most Improved Call Center Employee Satisfaction
World Class Certified CSRs
World Class Certified Supervisors

SQM is a leading North American call center industry research firm “voice-of-the-customer” expert for improving
organizations’ first call resolution, operating costs, employee and customer satisfaction.

EyeMed Network
While the call center will not designate staff to be dedicated solely to a specific group, EyeMed is certain that they can
meet and exceed your expectations. The team provides customer care to more than 140 million members and consistently
meets and exceeds stringent performance levels such as an average speed of answer of less than 30 seconds and a 99%
first call resolution rate. The team is dedicated to supporting only the vision plan.
By training all representatives on the plan, EyeMed provides faster and more accurate service to your employees.
Members will have access to the longest agent-assisted customer care hours in the industry with EyeMed – 99 hours a
week, 362 days a year.




Customer Care Representatives are U.S. based and are 100% dedicated to answering EyeMed vision care questions.
EyeMed’s systems allow us to route calls based on skill level so that complex or escalated member and provider calls
are forwarded to more experienced representatives.
More than 140 million plan members are well served by a team that consistently meets or exceeds stringent
performance levels such as an average speed to answer of less than 30 seconds and a 99% first call resolution rate.

Vision Perfect Plan
We have sufficient trunk lines to ensure that customers will not receive a busy signal when they call. In addition, an
Integrated Voice Response unit (IVR) handles our incoming toll free numbers in the claims area. Our IVR gives members
and dental providers access to claims and benefit information.
Everyone on the claims customer service team is trained to handle the specific contract provisions of the account. The
customer doesn’t have to wait for an assigned team member to handle their questions because all members of the team
have been trained to assist. A manager and team leader from our Group Customer Connections and Operations area
would be assigned to the client’s account. Their roles would be to oversee the contact center and claims processing
functions.
2. Does your organization have other dedicated staff for large contracted clients? If so, please describe.

In addition to the Sales Representative who is responsible for the installing and renewing of the plan, as well as
participating in regular ongoing interaction with the client, a Field Customer Relations Managers (FCRMs) would also
be assigned to the group.
The FCRM provides account management support and remains attentive to the benefit administrator’s needs during
plan implementation, ongoing administration and throughout the life of the plan. Our FCRMs are true customer

advocates who build strong, lasting relationships with clients, which helps them understand and anticipate the client’s
benefit needs. FCRMs are experienced liaisons between the customer and all areas of the company.
An implementation manager will oversee the implementation of the plan as part of the implementation team. The sales
representative and FCRM will partner with the implementation manager, for the implementation needs.
As part of our implementation planning, the sales representative and implementation manager will work with the group to
outline needs, establish firm dates and negotiate the timeline to meet your expectations.
The implementation manager will lead an internal operational team including representatives from Claims, Administration,
Managed Care and Systems. The FCRM will participate in the implementation process and continue providing account
support after the plan goes into effect.
3. Are your customer service centers specifically dedicated to either members or providers, or do they handle both?

VSP Network
VSP handles both members and providers in the same call center.
EyeMed Network
EyeMed’s customer service center provides service for both members and providers within the same call center.
Vision Perfect Plan
Ameritas has separate call centers for member customer service and provider customer service so that the unique
concerns for members and providers can be addressed by experts in each area. The call centers interact, however, to
provide seamless service, if needed.
4. Are your customer service centers U.S. based? If so, where are they located? If they are not located in the U.S., where are they located?

Yes. For billing and administrative questions, the customer service office is located in Lincoln, Nebraska
VSP Network
All claims are paid and processed at our corporate headquarters:
3333 Quality Drive
Rancho Cordova, CA 95670.
EyeMed Network
All claims are processed in Mason, Ohio.

Vision Perfect Plan
Claims are processed in the Home Office in Lincoln, Nebraska, or our satellite claims offices, in Wayne, Nebraska or San
Antonio, Texas.
4. Please provide your customer service hours, including time zone.

Billing and Administration customer service hours are: Monday through Thursday, 5:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M. PT and Friday,
5:00 A.M. to 3:30 P.M. PT.
VSP Network
 Monday through Friday, 5 a.m. to 8 p.m. PT
 Saturday, 7 a.m. to 8 p.m. PT
 Sunday, 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. PT
You will also have 24/7 access to our toll-free Interactive Voice Response (IVR) system and website.
EyeMed Network
Pacific Time
Monday – Saturday: 4:30 a.m. – 8:00 p.m.
Sunday: 8:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
Vision Perfect Plan
Members can call us toll free, Monday through Thursday from 5:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. Pacific Time and Friday from 5:00
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Pacific Time. An Integrated Voice Response unit (IVR) handles our incoming toll-free numbers in the
claims area, and gives employees access to claims and benefit information.
5. How does your organization measure customer satisfaction, and how often is it measured? Provide any scores or results from the past two
years.

Every month, we mail surveys to brokers with active business, insured members and policyholders (new, in-force and
terminated) to measure levels of customer satisfaction and loyalty. Results are compiled on a semi-annual basis. Surveys
are mailed under the name “Affinity Research,” which is the group division market research department. Respondents are
able to complete the survey via the mail questionnaire or online.
For 2016, the overall opinion of policyholders about our group insurance was rated at 96% (out of 100%). The ease of
doing business with us was also 96% and the likelihood of policy holders recommending Ameritas to others was 94%.

For 2017, the overall opinion of policyholders about our group insurance was rated at 95% (out of 100%). The ease of
doing business with us was also 93% and the likelihood of policy holders recommending Ameritas to others was 92%.
6. How does your organization work with vision providers who submit claims for services that are not covered under your vision plan, but may be
covered under the member’s medical plan?

VSP Network
Coordination of Care with overlapping medical plan
Due to the nature of VSP’s proposed routine vision care benefit, such overlap would not occur in most cases. However, in
the few instances when this might apply, our preferred providers would typically communicate with the patient’s Primary
Care Physician (PCP) or specialist to determine the appropriate course of action and to coordinate benefits available
under both the vision and medical plans. VSP’s Provider Reference Manual outlines specific referral guidelines to which
our preferred providers must adhere.
VSP encourages their preferred providers to establish strong partnerships with their patients’ PCPs. Maintaining these
relationships facilitate a cooperative approach to the management of each patient’s eyecare needs. VSP’s Provider
Reference Manual outlines specific referral guidelines for cases when a vision examination reveals the likelihood of any
medical conditions indicating referral to another practitioner.
EyeMed Network
All claims will be processed as primary. At this time, EyeMed does not Coordinate Benefits.
Vision Perfect Plan
There is no coordination of benefits provision in our contract.

E. Administration
1. How do members order vision hardware through your organization’s online portal?

VSP Network
EyeconicTM, the online eyewear store for VSP members, allows your employees to purchase glasses, sunglasses and
contact lenses from the convenience of their homes, 24/7. Eyeconic will meet the demands of your employees who prefer
to shop online by offering:




thousands of designer frames and the most popular brands of contact lenses;
purchasing with vision insurance if you participate in Eyeconic;
free shipping;










25-point quality control inspection of prescription glasses by a licensed optician;
active Rx verification for all glasses orders; and
thousands of styles of fashionable glasses and sunglasses at 20% off;
complimentary fitting and adjustment at a VSP practice;
more than 100 types of contact lens products;
exclusive member savings;
virtual try-on;
safe, secure transactions.

The average turnaround on standard shipping is two business days.
EyeMed Network
When our members order replacement contact lenses at contactsdirect.com, upon the prescription release, the requested
lenses will be conveniently and immediately shipped to the member’s home. Most orders will be delivered within 48 hours
and 90% of orders ship within 24 hours. Overnight and rush delivery are available for an additional charge.
Vision Perfect Plan
At this time, the Ameritas Vision Perfect Plan does not offer a mail order program.
2. What documents can a member upload to the online portal?

Our system does not support uploading of documents.
3. Can your organization receive premium payments directly from a member?

No
4. Please answer the following hypothetical questions regarding implementation, assuming HCA is a new client:
a. After being provided with a HIPAA 834 eligibility file, on average how long would it take to collaborate to build the group structure
framework and data layouts, assuming there are six (6) subgroups (Reference Exhibit 2 – Group Structure Example)?

Typically, once we receive an EDI request it takes 2 days to get the TPA the file format info and SFTP login
credentials.
We can receive eligibility electronically via an email attachment or sent to a secure server. Frequency is based on
the size of the case and the volume of employee status changes. We can also accept files from Third Party
Administrators (TPAs), if requested. Data must be formatted to be loaded directly into our system.

b. After completion of the group structure framework and data layouts, on average how long would it take to program the groups into
your organization’s IT systems?

The group will already be set up in our system at the point that work with the enrollment files commence and if
our file format is used, there is no additional set up needed.
c. After completion of the programming, on average how long would it take your organization to test?

Initial testing time can vary. Depending on the quality of the test files and any errors discovered, the total testing
time, from start to finish, can take 2-4 weeks, but typically does not require that much time.
To ensure on-going accuracy, we compare, field-by-field, the files we receive with the information we have on our
eligibility system. We compare all elements on the group's file to make sure our information matches up to the
information they send. Discrepancy reports are generated for us if we have records that no longer appear on their
file, if eligibility cannot be automatically updated with the file, or if the group’s file has missing information that may
be causing problems with the transmissions. If we cannot load their file, we will contact the group immediately.
We create errors by record, allowing the Policyholder and Customer Service Representative to address any critical
issues. We also generate reports so that we can address items that did not cause an error, but should be
investigated further.

F. Miscellaneous
1. What feedback or advice do you have for HCA as it considers procurement of a group vision insurance plan?

2. Please provide contact information (name, email, and phone number) for staff that HCA can follow up with for questions pertaining to this RFI.

Todd Whitehill, Regional Group Manager
1904 Third Ave., Suite 425
Seattle, WA 98101
206.838.7500
twhitehill@ameritas.com

Please see the attachment tab on the left side to view the Vision Network Comparison –
EyeMed vs VSP.

Presented to Washington State Health Care Authority

Please see the attachment tab on the left side to view the VSP Exhibit 1 – County
Coverage.

Presented to Washington State Health Care Authority

Please see the attachment tab on the left side to view the EyeMed Exhibit 1 – County
Coverage.

Presented to Washington State Health Care Authority

fraud warning statements
Alabama: Any person who knowingly presents a false or fraudulent claim

for payment of a loss or benefit or who knowingly presents false information in an application for insurance is guilty of a crime and may be subject
to restitution fines or confinement in prison, or any combination thereof.
Alaska: A person who knowingly and with intent to injure, defraud,
or deceive an insurance company files a claim containing false, incomplete, or misleading information may be prosecuted under state law.

Arizona: For your protection Arizona law requires the
following statement to appear on this form. Any person
who knowingly presents a false or fraudulent claim for
payment of a loss is subject to criminal and civil penalties.
Arkansas: Any person who knowingly presents a false or fraudulent

claim for payment of a loss or benefit or knowingly presents false
information in an application for insurance is guilty of a crime and
may be subject to fines and confinement in prison.
California: For your protection California law requires the following
to appear on this form: Any person who knowingly presents false or
fraudulent claim for the payment of a loss is guilty of a crime and may
be subject to fines and confinement in state prison.
Colorado: It is unlawful to knowingly provide false, incomplete, or
misleading facts or information to an insurance company for the
purpose of defrauding or attempting to defraud the company. Penalties
may include imprisonment, fines, denial of insurance and civil damages.
Any insurance company or agent of an insurance company who knowingly provides false, incomplete, or misleading facts or information to
a policyholder or claimant for the purpose of defrauding or attempting
to defraud the policyholder or claimant with regard to a settlement or
award payable from insurance proceeds shall be reported to the Colorado division of insurance within the department of regulatory agencies.
Delaware: Any person who knowingly, and with intent to injure,
defraud or deceive any insurer, files a statement of claim containing
any false, incomplete or misleading information is guilty of a felony.
District of Columbia: WARNING: It is a crime to provide false or
misleading information to an insurer for the purpose of defrauding the
insurer or any other person. Penalties include imprisonment and/or
fines. In addition, an insurer may deny insurance benefits if false information materially related to a claim was provided by the applicant.
Florida: Any person who knowingly, and with intent to injure, defraud
or deceive any insurer files a statement of claim or an application
containing any false, incomplete, or misleading information is guilty
of a felony of the third degree.
Georgia: Any person who, with intent to defraud or knowing that he is
facilitating a fraud against insurer, submits an application or files a claim
containing a false or deceptive statement may have violated state law.
Idaho: Any person who knowingly, and with intent to defraud or
deceive any insurance company, files a statement or claim containing
any false, incomplete, or misleading information is guilty of a felony.
Indiana: A person who knowingly, and with intent to defraud an
insurer files a statement of claim containing any false, incomplete, or
misleading information commits a felony.
Indiana: Any person who, with intent to defraud or knowing that he is
facilitating a fraud against insurer, submits an application or files a claim
containing a false or deceptive statement may have violated state law.
Kentucky: Any person who knowingly and with intent to defraud
any insurance company or other person files a statement of claim
containing any materially false information or conceals, for the
purpose of misleading, information concerning any fact material
thereto commits a fraudulent insurance act, which is a crime.
Louisiana: Any person who knowingly presents a false or fraudulent
claim for payment of a loss or benefit or knowingly presents false
information in an application for insurance is guilty of a crime and
may be subject to fines and confinement in prison.
Maine: It is a crime to knowingly provide false, incomplete or
misleading information to an insurance company for the purpose of
defrauding the company. Penalties may include imprisonment, fines,
or a denial of insurance benefits.
Maryland: Any person who knowingly or willfully presents a false or
fraudulent claim for payment of a loss or benefit or who knowingly or
willfully presents false information in an application for insurance is
guilty of a crime and may be subject to fines and confinement in prison.
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Minnesota: A person who files a claim with intent to defraud or helps
commit a fraud against an insurer is guilty of a crime.
Nebraska: Any person who, with intent to defraud or knowing that he is
facilitating a fraud against insurer, submits an application or files a claim
containing a false or deceptive statement may have violated state law.
New Hampshire: Any person who with a purpose to injure, defraud, or
deceive any insurance company, files a statement of claim containing
any false, incomplete, or misleading information is subject to prosecution and punishment for insurance fraud, as provided by RSA 638.20
New Jersey: Any person who knowingly files a statement of claim
containing any false or misleading information is subject to criminal
and civil penalties.
New Mexico: Any person who knowingly presents a false or fraudulent claim for payment of a loss or benefit or knowingly presents false
information in an application for insurance is guilty of a crime and
may be subject to civil fines and criminal penalties.
New York: Any person who knowingly and with intent to defraud any
insurance company or other person files an application for insurance
or statement of claim containing any materially false information, or
conceals for the purpose of misleading, information concerning any fact
material thereto, commits a fraudulent insurance act, which is a crime,
and shall also be subject to a civil penalty not to exceed five thousand
dollars and the stated value of the claim for each such violation.
Ohio: Any person who, with intent to defraud or knowing that he is
facilitating a fraud against an insurer, submits an application or files a
claim containing a false or deceptive statement is guilty of insurance
fraud.
Oklahoma: WARNING: Any person who knowingly, and with intent
to injure, defraud or deceive any insurer, makes any claim for the
proceeds of an insurance policy containing any false, incomplete or
misleading information is guilty of a felony.
Oregon: Any person who, with intent to defraud or knowing that he is
facilitating a fraud against insurer, submits an application or files a claim
containing a false or deceptive statement may have violated state law.
Pennsylvania: Any person who knowingly and with intent to defraud
any insurance company or other person files an application for insurance or statement of claim containing any materially false information
or conceals for the purpose of misleading, information concerning any
fact material thereto commits a fraudulent insurance act, which is a
crime and subjects such person to criminal and civil penalties.
Rhode Island: Any person who knowingly presents a false or fraudulent claim for payment of a loss or benefit or knowingly presents false
information in an application for insurance is guilty of a crime and
may be subject to fines and confinement in prison.
Tennessee: It is a crime to knowingly provide false, incomplete or
misleading information to an insurance company for the purpose of
defrauding the company. Penalties include imprisonment, fines and
denial of insurance benefits.
Texas: Any person who knowingly presents a false or fraudulent claim
for the payment of a loss is guilty of a crime and may be subject to fines
and confinement in state prison.
Vermont: Any person who, with intent to defraud or knowing that he is
facilitating a fraud against insurer, submits an application or files a claim
containing a false or deceptive statement may have violated state law.
Virginia: Any person who, with intent to defraud or knowing that he is
facilitating a fraud against insurer, submits an application or files a claim
containing a false or deceptive statement may have violated state law.
Washington: It is a crime to knowingly provide false, incomplete, or
misleading information to an insurance company for the purpose of
defrauding the company. Penalties include imprisonment, fines, and
denial of insurance benefits.
If you live in a state other than mentioned above, the following
statement applies to you: Any person who knowingly, and with intent

to injure, defraud or deceive any insurer or insurance company, files
a statement of claim containing any materially false, incomplete, or
misleading information or conceals any fact material thereto, may be
guilty of a fraudulent act, may be prosecuted under state law and may
be subject to civil and criminal penalties. In addition, any insurer or
insurance company may deny benefits if false information materially
related to a claim is provided by the claimant.

